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Cooperation contract 

Team members 
 

Our team consists of one leader Xu Weiwei and seven members Yan Song, Yang Tao,Z hou Xiao, 
Wante Michiel, Govaerts Bram, De Beckker Jonas and Spaas Maxime 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Members contact 

Name Phone number Email 
Yan Song 0487148280 Song.yan@student.groupt.be 
Xu Weiwei 0487147725 weiwei.xu@student.groept.be 
Yang Tao 0488184809 tao.yang@student.groept.be 
Zhou Xiao 0487148235 xiao.zhou@student.groept.be 
Wante Michiel 0496180474 michiel.wante@student.groept.be 
Govaerts Bram 0497291286 bram.govaerts@student.groupt.be 
De Beckker Jonas 0477233764 jonas.debeckker@gmail.com 
Spaas Maxime 0496415153 maxime.spaas@student.groept.be  
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Problems will occur during this project. We have to look after all the deadlines so we don’t 
miss any of them. When a problem occurs there will be an appropriate solution. 

 
· A team member complains about the subtask that is assigned to him 

 
o  Some one else can do his task and transfer his task to the other  member.  
o When the project already reaches a faze where there can’t be a transfer 

in tasks then we will help the team member so his task becomes less 
heavy. 

· A team member disagrees with the other one. 
o We will all sit together and talk this over so we can continue with a good 

atmosphere. 
· We can’t decide between two solutions. 

o We will cast a vote and the solution that gets the highest vote wins. 
·   It is possible that we have to get some extra material to modify our project. 

o We will discuss together to decide if the cost is really necessary for our 
project. 

o The cost will be paid together if it is necessary. 
·   A team member will probably not be able to attend the discussion seminar. 

o A team member are supposed to give the reason why he or she can not 
attend the meeting. 

o The team leaders will decide if the reason is proper. 
o If the team leaders agree with it,  the member is allowed to miss the 

meeting, otherwise he or she should attend the meeting. 

The principles that all members must follow 

             All team members must follow the following rules so that our project can proceed 
smoothly. 

·  In generally, all members must fulfill the task assigned to him on time. 
·  It is forbidden for all team members to plagiarize the other teams project. 
· All team members will follow the team decision. 
· All team members have the right to express their perspectives. 
· The task will be allocated appropriately according the team members ability 

and specialty. The work capacity should be suitable for the team members. 
· The team leader can not command the team members, and the members have 

the right to reject the leaders. 
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Signatures 
 

Name Signatures date 
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